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We’ve got it started…

now what?
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Background of Sickles’ Social Media Program:

How did we decide to get started?
“Our tag line is Sharing Quality, and we believe 

strongly in the value of that.  We see social media as 
extension of this sharing, extending our knowledge, 
education, and entertainment to our fans.” ~Bob Sickles

How did we systematically choose our next steps and 
build upon previous efforts?

What triggers caused us to move forward and how did 
we get to where we are?
Setting goals and finding people who can get you there:
1. Tori Sickles
2. Outside consultant
3. In house employee 



Social Media is not a new concept



Introduction to Social Media:

“As human beings, we should 
naturally crave contact with one 
another. But sadly, as the world 
grows more and more 
technologically advanced, we lose 
our ability to connect as human 
beings.  

The Internet, texting, tweeting, 
iMail, email, iChat, Facebook, 
LOL,TMI, BFF, NSFW, 
OMFG…LMFAO.”

~Steve Carell



Who are you trying to connect with?
Know your customer. It’s a Social Media LAW.



What does unsuccessful social media look like?
Unsuccessful – stagnation of fan likes
Zero likes on posts, no comments, no messages

What are some reasons Social Media Programs fail?
1.  They’re not FUN. If you can’t answer why people will care about it, they certainly 
won’t care. People want to be entertained.  Present facts in an exciting, colorful 
matter.
2.  Programs fall stagnant due to lack of time to develop.  If people check in several 
times to a page and see nothing, they may not come back.
3.  Posts are treated like advertisements.  
4.  Too many posts or too many irrelevant posts



Appearances Matter just as much as Performance. 



How do you gauge success in Social Media platforms through 
measurements?

1. Number of fans/followers, or rather, an increasing number of 
fans
2. Number of likes on posts/retweets/repins
3. Increased number of comments and messages (engaged 
conversation of fans)
4. Increased referrals to website or store from SM
5. Increased connections to local or related businesses 





What Measurements are available for Social Media and 
how do we understand them?



1. You can take another look at your demographic: who do you appeal to 
or not appeal to? (women, men, younger, older)

2. How are people getting referred to your Facebook?

3. Watch which posts are the most popular – ones with most likes, biggest 
reach, most engaged users (people who clicked on your post), people 
talking about this (likes, comments, or shares) and virality (% of people 
who talked about it out of those who were engaged).  

4. What were the common themes that attracted people… Pictures? 
Plants? Produce? Funny Posts? Questions? 

What CAN these Measurements tell us?









Who’s talking about you?



See what age groups/genders are lacking or 
interested.  Can you try to capture them or should you 
simply gear posts more towards the people who are 
already interested?  Who is into you this week/where 
are your likes coming from?



Take data in context.  



What’s the most effective use of Social Media Measurements?

1. Gauge interest.  
2. Capture potential interest and cement those already interested.
3. Make sales (Metrics).   

What to do with the data…



What are Metrics?

They are gauges of QUANTIFIABLE RESULTS that impact 
your BUSINESS

Such as: 
Increases in REVENUES or CUSTOMER VALUE
Decreases in CUSTOMER ACQUISITION or EXTERNAL 
MARKETING COSTS



Metrics drive Return on Investment calculations.
Social Media measurements do not.

Number of Followers or Friends
Likes

Reach
Blog comments



Unquantifiable results, while worthwhile, are neither metrics, nor measurements.

They are an outflow of effectiveness. 

• Buzz
• Change in perception
• Customer awareness

• Blog comments



TO GET GOOD MEASUREMENTS…
AND IN AN ATTEMPT TO GENERATE THOSE POSITIVE, UNQUANTIFIABLE RESULTS…

YOU NEED GOOD SOCIAL MEDIA PRACTICES.



Case Study: Cacique
Interactive Marketing 

Facebook Overview – April 19 - July 31, 2012

Prepared by:
Reason Media Group

August 3, 2012



Campaign Summary: 3.5 Months
• April 19 – July 31:

– Increased “Like” count by +1,900% from 3,700 to 72,494

– Likes via paid targeted outreach: 65,706 (90% of Total Likes)

– Likes via unpaid targeted outreach: 7,692 (10% of Total Likes)

– Current Cost / Like: $0.24 (Industry Avg. = $1.07)

– Recipe posts to caciqueinc.com generated 7,185 clicks (June – July)

– Fan retention rate: 96.5%

– Average engagement rate: 23.2% (Likes, comments, posts, and shares)

– Campaign reached 4.3M unique Facebook users



Leverage your strengths in social media.  Does 
everyone know and like the owner? Be sure to 
do posts about the owner or by the owner.  
Are you a huge corporation?  Use social media 
to bring personality to your brand and protect 
yourself from becoming just another mega 
store.  This is a way give a personal touch.  



Examples of Successful Social 
Media Posts…

Communicated through this 
post:

-All scratch bakery
- Hard working all hours
-Beautiful picture that leaves 
lasting memory
-The desire to share a moment 
with you unique to Delicious 
Orchards that you would not 
get otherwise



It’s ok to borrow ideas…just make them 
your own!



This post:

-Introduces a new social
Media platform – Pinterest –
in a non-intrusive, interesting 
way: via a contest for a good
cause (your mom!)
- Introduces a contest that 
encourages fans to take action, 
helps build their Pinterest, and 
moves money and people into 
the store through a gift 
certificate prize



This post:

-Does a great job featuring a 
product without being too 
“selly”
-Connects a product to several 
ideas: outdoorsy, refreshing, 
on the road, fun weekend 
plans
-Asks an engaging question to 
which people can respond



Make Social Media Efficient.  



The meaty question: Why bother with Social Media/what does it do for 
a business or organization?

Why not bother?  You lose nothing by experimenting with it, and you 
don’t know how much more powerful a force it will become.  If the 
next generation of your customers is used to relying on the internet 
and Facebook to navigate their choices, you may want to connect 
with them on that level.  

(However…It’s important to keep in mind)



Why should you care…
about social media at all?





Why should you care…
about Social Media Metrics?



Social Media is Not Free
It costs TIME to: 

1. Post
2. Respond
3. Groom
4. Analyze

5. Learn new technologies and stay on top of 
new ones





How should Social Media fit into an overall, comprehensive marketing 
strategy? 

1. Set a realistic budget, and make the most out of what you can  spend.  
Think about your costs: camera, computer access, employee time.  

2. Social Media is not meant to stand alone.  It is one of many 
components (customer service, Ads, product etc) that helps a business 
stay strong.  

3. Social Media should be treated like PR. It should dovetail seasonal or 
marketing themes currently being promoted in the store.  It also needs 
to be consistent with your company’s mission statement.  These bigger 
and smaller picture focus points will help determine the planning and 
execution of posts! 

MAKING SOCIAL MEDIA WORK FOR YOU:





Make a Plan
Marketing Director: What do you need? 
You: $1 million in new revenue
Marketing Director: One guy with a $1 million 

bucks, or 1 million guys with a $1?



Let’s go to the Vault
COSTS related to a specific campaign
• Personnel TIME
• Investments in TECHNOLOGY 
• MARKETING materials

Add it up 
(Let’s say $75)



You can calculate ROI
ROI, here as in everywhere, is:

Benefit – Cost X  1,000 = x%
Cost



Let’s count our Pennies
Benefits from a social media campaign
• Revenue

Let’s say it’s $100
So…

$100 (benefit) - $75 (cost) X 1,000 = 33% ROI
$75 (cost)



Your next customer is most likely to be your current customer.
And then the next most likely is a CLONE of or FRIEND of your 

current customer

Beyond ROI:



Thoughts from PR Agent Karen Irvine on what 
Social Media Does for Sickles:

1. Increases engagement with target audience
2. Increases awareness of Sickles and its various departments
3. Helps overlap and cross market items of different departments
4. Forges stronger internal community
5. Increases awareness of community efforts
6. Increases attendance of events and tours



Insert ACS Cheese Videos Here

Don’t be intimidated!


